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We consider the singular perturbation problem (Dirichlet problem), 
<LL,U + LOU z l L,u + (& +g) u =f, z = ya* Cl*) 
The asymptotic character of approximation, as given by the boundary layer 
method, is proven in the maximum norm. The asymptotic character of the 
derivatives is also investigated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the Dirichlet problem 
eL,~+L~u--.L~u+(~+g)u=f, in QCEn, 
a% ~ cl*) 
== 8 s = O,..., m - 1, in an 
E is a positive parameter such that 0 < E < 1. L, is an uniformly strongly 
elliptic linear operator of order 2m, m >, 1. L, , L, and f do not depend on u 
or E. The problem is a singular perturbation problem. We are interested in an 
approximation of u(x, l ) as E 4 0. This approximation has been given by 
M. I. Visik and L. A. Lyusternik [2] (by the boundary layer method). These 
authors proved the asymptotic character of the approximation in the L2 norm. 
W. Eckhaus and E. M. de Jager [l] considered the problem again, assuming 
L, to be a second order operator and proved the asymptotic character of the 
approximation of Visik and Lyusternik in the maximum norm (uniform 
norm, Tschebyscheff norm). We will prove the asymptotic character, in the 
maximum norm, of an approximation (and its derivatives) as given by the 
boundary layer method. 
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The proof is more difficult than in Part I of this study (where we have 
considered the case in which L, is elliptic), because of singularities in the 
approximation. It is for this reason that we shall have to restrict ourselves to 
subdomains sZ**, in which no singularities occur. 
Also, in contrast with Part I of this study, it is impossible to eliminate the 
L2 norm. We use the notations of Part I. R is a solution of (1) with singularities. 
Theorems from Part I are indicated by I. g is always assumed to be such that 
[g],” > c‘ > 0. 
2. ESTIMATION OF Jn / u i2 dx 
We consider 
EL+ + LOU = EL+ + 
( g 
a94 -= 
an8 0, s = 0, 
-+g)u=f, in Q, 
(1) 
1 ,..., m - 1, in a;2. 
THEOREM 1. 
for E su@iently small. 
Proof. According to Theorem 3.1, 
s R ueL,u dx > -cc, R 1 u I? dx, f 
I 
uL,u dx > C sd 1 u I2 dx, 
s 
c > u. 
R 
Addition gives 
We take E sufficiently small, such that C - .sC, > $C, use the inequality 
of Cauchy-Schwarz and of Young (Theorem 1.1). Q.E.D. 
We use Theorem 1 in order to eliminate jn 1 zl ID dx in Theorem 9.1. 
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THEOREM 2. 
(a) [uli < Cd-j-2n~+2)/(2~-2) I f  lz-2m+or + CE4+tn)/(2m--2) (s, If ?dx)‘, 
m > 1, j=O,l I , ,.a-, 12 2m. 
(b) [uli < C+-l--i+a)/(l-a) 1 f ll-2m+n + &-(j+@)/(l--o) (Ia 1 f 12 &)* 
m= 1, j = 0, 1 I, ,..., 1 > 2. 
Theorem 2 gives some information about the behavior of u as a function 
of c. 
THEOREM 3. 
(a) [uli < CE-(J+fn)/(2m--2), 
(b) [ulj < C&i+tn)/(‘-a) , 
m > 1, j = O,..., 1, 12 2m. 
m = 1, j = O,..., 1, 12 2. 
We remark that Theorem 3 also is true in case the boundary conditions 
are not homogeneous. 
3. MODIFICATION; BEHAVIOR IN SUBDOMAINS 
We intend to apply Theorem 2 to approximations of u, which will be 
constructed explicitly by the boundary layer method in 5. However, diffi- 
culties arise because of singularities in the approximations at points at which 
lines xi = Ci , i = 2,..., n are tangent to XI. We introduce the cylinders V, 
V*, and VI**. aV is made up of lines xi = Ci , i = 2,..., n which are tangent 
to XJ; VT) Q. i3V*, aV,* and aV** are made up of lines xi = Ci , i = 2,..., n 
such that at’*, 8 VI* and aV** are sufficiently smooth. We further require 
that 
v** c VI* c v* CE v. 
We define two subdomains of Q, 
52** = sz n v**. 
Q* is any domain such that 
(1) aQ* is sufficiently smooth, 
(2) Q* n VI* = Sz n VI*, 
(3) Q* Cl2 n V. 
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Let R be a solution of 
n 




ans 0, S = O,..., m - 1, in m n ix?*. 
We allow R to have singularities at points at which lines xi = Ci , i = 2,..., n 
are tangent to F.Q. 
WTe intend to estimate [Rlj in Q** (R has no singularities in Q** and J2*). 
Direct estimation of [Rlj ** is difficult. It is impossible to use Theorem 6.1, 
x1 . , %I 
FIGURE 1 
for &Q** is not smooth enough. We therefore consider Q* and we shall 
estimate CR in Q*. R has no singularities in 9” and 5 is defined as follows: 
5(% ,.** , x,) is of class C”(E,), 
Remark. 
(1) 5 does not depend on x1 
(2) 5 3 1 in Q**. 
(3) 
(4 + 4,) (5R) = CF + cL*R, 
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L* is a differential operator of order (2m - 1) and depends on [ of course. We 
may say, due to 5, that [R is a solution of the Dirichlet problem 
(4 + Lo) (5R) = 5F + d*R in Q)*, 
W-W o 
(4) 
r=’ s = 0 ,..., m - 1, in aQ*. 
L* is of order 2m - 1. 
THEOREM 4. 
(a) [CR]? < C~(E-+2~+2)~(2~n-Z~ [F 1”” 
3 1 2m+a + C,(z-j)I(B’=-e’p[R]~ 
+ ~{E~z-~~/~2m-2~~-~1-1+"~/~l-a~ + e-j/(2m-2)} [R]f 
m > 1, j = O,..., 1, 1>,2m, 
povided 0 < p < p0 , p arbitrary. 
(b) [[RI? < Cc(Z-i-l+d/(l-d IF jR* 
, 1-2+Ir + CW)++[R]f 
+ C{~(z-I~/(l-a~CL-(z-I+.~/(l-n~ + &/U-at) [R]f, 
m = 1, j = O,..., 1, 12 2, 
provided 0 < p < p. , p arbitrary. 
Proof. We only prove (a). 
(1) We apply Theorem 6.1 to (4), 
[r;R]y < C&--j--2m+*)/(2--2) 1 [F + .&*R [y:2m+a + CE--i/CJ+2)[[R]~, 
ml=- 1, j = O,..., 1, 1>2m, 
(2) We simplify ) L*R )I-2m+rr (use Theorem 5.1), 
I L*R ll-2m+a = I L*R I g-2m + [L*Rl&,+, 
1-l 
< C C [R]f” + Cp[L*R]y:21n+I + Cp-a~(1-a)[L*R]f’:2m 
i-0 
Z-l 
< C/x-a/(1-a) ,; [R]f” + Cp[R]f 
Z-I 
< Cp-W--a) c {Y[R]~ + V-W-‘)[R]y) + C,u[R]q* 
5=0 
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We take v such that 
Then, 
II -a/(1-a)" = p 2 v 1 p-1). 
If we use this in (I), we obtain the desired result. Q.E.D. 
We use Theorem 7.1 in order to eliminate [RI:*. We remark that 5 = 1 
in G**. Because !2** C sZ* we restrict the left-hand side of the inequality 
in Theorem 4, 
[RI?’ = [(R]jn** < [(R]q’ . 
This gives Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 5. 
(a) [R]fZ'* < CE(Z-i-2nt+2)l(2nr-2) 1 F ly:2,-n+a + C,(Z-~)/(~~L-~)~[RI~* 
3 
+ ~{~~Z-j~/~2m-2~~-~Z-l+a~/~l-n~ + E-j/(2m-2)} 
x u-n/2 (1 lRl'd$ 
l?* 
+ C{~(Z-j)/(2m-2)~-~Z-l+a)/(l-a) + ,-j/(2m-2)) w[R]fJ* 
1 ' 
m > 1, j = O,..., 1, I>, 2m, 0 <p <p,, , p arbitrary, 0 < w < w,, , w 
arbitrary. 
(b) [RI?* < CE(l-j-l+o)/(l--a) 1 F ITT2+ 
I LY 
+ C,tl-i)/(l-dp[R]~* 
+ C{e(Z-j)/(l-or)~-(Z-l+a)/(l-a) + ,-j/(1-d} 
+ C{E(Z-j)/~l-o)~-(Z-l+a)/(l-~) + ,4/(1-d} w[R]6?* 
1 
m = 1, j = O,..., 1, 13 2, 0 < p < p. , ,u arbitrary, 0 < w < w. , w 
arbitrary. 
409/49/z-5 
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4. INVESTIGATION OF JO* 1 R 12dx 
Quite in contrast with Part I, it is impossible to eliminate [RI”*. It also 
is impossible to eliminate Jsat ] R I2 dx. However, [RI?“, and [RI:* cause no 
trouble, if we only know their behavior as a function of E. For we have w and 
p as free parameters at our disposal. So the investigation of the integral is 
essential. This has been done by M. I. Visik and L. A. Lyusternik [2, p. 3431 
(a proof has been given by them for m = 1, but merely a statement was given 
for m > 1). 
THEOREM 6 (Visik and Lyusternik). Suppose that, in any domain Q*, 
(C depends on a*) 
DB”R I2 dx < Cc’, (T < 0 is permitted), 
s IF12dx < C@, s > 0. R’ 
Then, 
Proof. 
I 1 R I2 dev < Cc”, for c su$Xently small. a* 
(a) We know, that 
(4 + 4,) (LX) = 5F + cL*R in a*, 
WR) o 
(4) 
-T&y-=, s = 0 ,..., m - 1, in asZ*, 
order L* = 2m - 1. 
We apply Theorem 3.1 (Garding’s inequality) to cL1, 
CC, 1 j- 1 D”(5R)12 dx - l C, -1 I 5R I2 dx 
IW<m cJ* w 
< s UG(5R) dx (Cl > 0). ia* 
It also is true that 
I 
a* 
IR.L&R) dx = s 
R* 
([R)*g dx + 1 
a* 
CR 9 dx 
= I D* (5W2g dx > C j- (5R)2 dx, c > 0. n 
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Addition gives 
2c s [R({F + EL*R) dx. R* 
We take E sufficiently small, 
c - EC2 > +c, 
and use the inequality of Cauchy-Schwarz and Theorem 1.1, 
This gives 
Xl 1 j 
IBl<rn a* 




.SRL*Rdxl +C3j IF12dx. 
R’ 
(5) 
(b) We consider s m l <RL*R dx. We use partial integration (not in 
case m = 1). The order of L* is 2m - 1, so 
j 
R’ 
c<RL*R dx = c [ cD”(l;R) D”(A,R) dx. 
I&l<m ‘f2* 
IYl<m-l 
We use the inequality of Cauchy-Schwarz and Theorem 1.1, 
1 j &JZL*R dx 1 < 1 &Cl j / DR(cR)12 dx + l C, 1 
R* ISi<“’ S2* 
j 1 DyR12dx. 
lvl<rn-1 R” 
Substitution in (5) gives 
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We apply Theorem 5.1, 
~~4,,,~~l-n* 1 DvR lZdx 
<cc48 C j- IDvR/2dx+rC&m/ IR12dx, 
Ia? n* n* 
0 < 6 < 6, , 6 arbitrary. 
We substitute this in (6) and replace Q* by Q** (5 = 1 in X2**), 
J&‘, C 1 ID5R12dx+&Z/ IRj2dx 
IBl<rn n** n** 
<a?,8 1 1 IDyRj2dx+eC68-“j- IRj2dx+Csj- IF12dx. 
IGP I?* n* D’ 
(7) 
(c) It follows from the data that there exists a positive integer m, such 
that 
s IFi2dx QC&, R* 






Let m, be a positive integer such that 
(2+m)s<m, <(2+m)s+ 1. 
We take 
Then inequality (7) becomes 
&Cl 1 s IDBR12dx+$Y~ IRj2dx 
p&72 n** n*. 
1 D’R la dx + C$-“% 1 
n* 
But 
&r”-1 = E 1-h+1Mn l-=cE 
1-h+1)/bn+2) = pn+2) -0 for E J 0. 
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Hence for E sufficiently small, 
&Cl 1 j IDBRIpds+$cj IRl2dx 
IBl$rn a** 0” 
- 
(9) 
SE s’ml &Cl c 
I J 
1 D’R 1% d.x + $C f  1 R I2 dx’ + CZ. 
Ivl<nl 0’ - Jz** I 
(d) Inequality (9) holds in any domain sZ**. We know that according 
to @), 
&Cl C j 1 DBR 1’ d.Y + tC j / R I2 dx G W”“. 
IBl<rn n** n** 
Application of inequality (9) m, + m1m2 times gives 
&Cl c j 1 DeR 12dx + tC \ 1 R I2 dx 
IBl<m n** - c?** 
,< cPm2 . E (slmJh~+mgn,) _ (y 
We combine Theorems 5 and 6. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that, in any domain Q* 
cl’ DeR I2 d.r < Ccr, (Y < 0 is permitted), 181<‘n x2* 
F 1 F I2 d.r < CE”, s > 0. -z2* 




asR o -=, 
ans 
s = 0, l,..., m - 1, in a52* n aQ. 
R may have singularities at points at which lines xi = Ci , i = 2,. . . , n are tangent 
to &-In. Then 
(a) [RI:** < CE(2-j-2m+2)/(2m-2) / F Itf-22m+a + C,(Z-j)/(2m-2)p[R]~* 
+ ~{E~Z--i~/~2m-2~~-~Z-l+a~/11--a~ + c-j/(2m-2)) w-n/2E!s 
+ C{E(Z-i)/(2m-2) 
CL 
-(l-l+a)/(l-3) + E-i/(2m-2) 
1 4Rl:‘. 
m > 1, j = 0 ,..., 1, 1 >, 2m, E > 0, ~1 > 0, w > 0, suflcientl?/ small. 
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(b) [RI&'** < CE(Z-j-l+o)/(l--a) 1 F IFT2+ 
I OL 
+ C,(l-j)/(l-dp[R]f 
+ C{E(l-j)/ll-a)~-(Z-l+or)/(l-a) + E-i/(l-a)} W-n/2Efs 
+ C{E(Z-j)/~l-a)EL-II-l+~)/(l-a) + c-j/(l-a)} w[R]:*. 
m = 1, j = O,..., 1, 1 > 2, E > 0, p > 0, w > 0, su#iciently small. 
We remark that it is possible to allow R to have singularities elsewhere. 
Let R have no singularities in a fixed subdomain D of type sZ*. Then Theo- 
rems 4, 5, 6, and 7 remain true if we replace fi* by D* and J2** by D** (the 
proofs remain unchanged). 
5. THE BOUNDARY LAYER METHOD 
We want to investigate asymptotic properties of approximations obtained 
by the boundary layer method. For more heuristic information we refer to 
M. I. Visik and L. A. Lyusternik [2]. 
We consider 
r  
.L,u+L,u~fL,u+~+gu=f, in Q;2, 
asu ~ -= 
an! s' s = O,..., m - 1, in m. 
L, is uniformly strongly elliptic in 0 and of order 2m. 
In what follows we consider for simplicity the case in which any line (in Sz) 
xi = Ci , i = 2 ,..., n intersects ZJ in two points P(xi , x, ,..., x,) and 
Q(xl*, x2 ,..., x,), x1* > x1. The set of points P is called iX- and the set of 
points Q is called i3sZ+. We remark however that this restriction is by no 
means essential. The reasoning applies equally well to domains which can be 
described as a union of subdomains of which each possesses the property 
defined above. 
We introduce local coordinates (p, g’) = (p, vi ,..., ~)+i) in a neighborhood 
of 8J2. p is the distance of a point in Sz to XJ measured along the normal to Z’, 
such that p = 0 represents the boundary and 0 < p < p0 all the points in a 
strip contiguous to Xr. The local coordinates have, expressed in xi ,..., x, , 
the same order of smoothness as 8sZ. The differential operator remains an 
uniformly strongly elliptic differential operator in (p, p)): 
I a2m 4 +Ll= E ,dw)ap2” + -1 +cos(p,xl)~ +g + 0.. . 
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We introduce 
t = AFC) ’ A(E) - 0, for E j. 0. 
Then 
We choose A such that 
E 1 
A21n = 0 
- A = &(2nc-1) 
We introduce (in order to avoid fractions) as a new parameter 
y = &(*I?-1) 
Then, 
a2n1 
v2’+& + L, = $ a,(4 p’) * + **. + + cos(t, Xl) ; + g(vt, y) + ... . 
We assume the coefficients to be sufficiently often differentiable and expand 
in powers of V, 
As already said, L, remains uniformly strongly elliptic in fi. Hence 
(- 1)” a,(O, F) > 0, in SQ. (11) 
We try to approximate u(x, V) (the local coordinates are not defined outside 
the strip 0 < p < pO, but that is of no importance for the time being) 
U(.Y, v) = zu(x, v) + v(t, v, v). 
We expand in v  
U(S, V) = f S,(V) Wj(.T) + f S,(v) z’j(t, p’) + ‘A4.M t 
j=O j=O 
8j+l(v) - 0 
x ’ 
sj+1(v) ---f 0 
S,(“) ’ 
for Y 4 0. 
We substitute this in the equation and use (10). Then we get 
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Now v,, has to be such that vj(t, ‘p) + 0 for t -+ + co, but this is impossible 
for those points in &Q such that cos(t, XJ = 0. So we must exclude those 
points (the assumed expansion of U(X, V) is no approximation of u(x, v)). 
This are all points at which lines xi = Ci , i = 2,..., 11, are tangent to 8Q. 
Apart from these points, the boundary consists of Z- and aQ+. This causes a 
split-up of vj 
u(x, v) = ; S,(v) Wj(X) + “CT s,+(v) vj+(4 v,) + 5 q(v) g4 ‘PI + %f.N+.N-’ 
j-0 j=O j=O 
%+1(v) --f 0 Glk> --f 0 Gtl(4 
s,(,> ’ -qqiy ’ S,-(v) - Oy 
for Y .j 0. 
wj+(wj-) is defined in an neighborhood of aQ+ (XL-), indicated by + (-). 
We want vi+, vi- to be boundary layer functions; this means oj+ (vj-) 
together with any of its derivatives goes to zero for t + + 00. We substitute 
the expansion of U(X, V) in the boundary conditions and use that the contribu- 
tion of w,+ (Vj-) to asz- (asz+) is extremely small (provided v is sufficiently 
small). We consider the contribution to be zero. We take it for granted that 
wi is determinated by Z2+. Then it follows, 
a,(,) = d, Sjf = g+1, S,-(v) = vj. 
So we consider, 
24(x, v) = f dWj(X) + v “cc vbj+(t, p) + 5 v%~~-(t, d + RM.,r+.N- . (12) 
j=O j=O j=O 
We substitute this in Eq. (1*) and use (10) 
take N = N+ in (10) and write AI,+; in a 
N = IV- and write M,-), 
+--1 f vjL,wj + f vjLowj + Mo+oo+ 
j=O j=O 
(in a neighborhood of aQ* we 
neighborhood of X- we take 
1 ZN++l 
i Mi+v;, + Mo+vi+ v’+fM.+ZI + * 5 
i=l 
O<G@+ 
+ $ MO--v,- + ; E v* i Mi-qi + MO-v,- 
+=l id 
+ + pNT1 vi+jMi-v; + v~~-~L,R~~~+,~- -/- LoRMmN+ N- = f. 
2+3>N- O<k$‘J- 
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We require 
Low, =f, 
L,Wj = 0, 
L0wj + Llwj-(*m-l) = 09 
Mo+vo+ = 0, 
i fis,'ZILi + Mo+vj+ = 0, 
dl,-a,- = 0, 
g1 Mi-vj-i + nfo-z~j- = 0, 
There remains 
v*"-~L~R~,~+ N- , +Lo%,N+*N- 
j = l,..., 2m - 2, 
j = 2m - l,..., M - (2m - I), 
j = l,..., A;‘+, 
j = l,..., X-. 
(13) 
i=M--(*ml-l)+l 




The right-hand side of (14) consists of three parts of order vM+l, vN++l and 
vN-. Therefore, we take 
N+ > M, N- >M+ 1. 
We have to investigate the boundary conditions of (l*). 
We substitute (12) and use 
As we have already seen, vj+ (vi-) is very small in LX?- (i3+). 
Therefore, we split up 
z. d 2 + v fj +s !?$T + J!$fK = ys _ 5 vj-s s , 
j=O 
s = 0 ,..., m - 1, in a-Q+, 
s = O,..., m - 1, in aQ-. 
The first equation of the first block determines wj . 
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We equate coefficients of equal powers of v: 








ats =-7s O<j-s+l<M, 
0, j-s+l>M, 
0, j--s+l<O, 
where s = I,..., m - 1, j = 0 ,..., N+, in aQ+; and 
(16) 
asvj- aswi_s 
ap = - ans 9 O<j-s<M, (17) 
0, j-s-co, 
0, j-s>M, 
where s = 0, I ,..., m - 1, j = 0, I ,..., N-, in 22. 




R M.N+.N- = - ’ c 
i=M+l j=O 
in as2+, 
s = l,..., m - 1, in af2+, (18) 
asRM.N+.N- 
ans 
s = 0, l,..., m - 1, in ae. 
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The left-hand side is of order 
vN+--s+Z , s = l,..., m - 1, 
,,N--s+l , s = 0, 1 ,..., m  - 1. 




We want the left-hand side to be of order v  ~+l (then as well the equation as 
the boundary conditions of (1 *) are satisfied up to order #+l). 
Consequently, 
or 
1v+-(m- 1)+2>,M+ 1 
w - (m - 1) + 1 > M + 1, 
Nf>M+m-2 
N->M+m-1. 
We have already found 
We take, 
N+ 2 M, A- -, ill + 1. 
N+ = Jf + m - 2, 
N-==Af+m- 1, 
provided m > 2, (19) 
iv-=nz+ 1, in case m = 1. 
Then (12) becomes 
u(x, v) = 5 V%uj(X) 
i=O 
And (18) becomes 
M+m--2 M+m-1 
sv c 
dvi+(t, v) + c vk-(t, y) + Rw 
j-0 j=O 
&., = RM,,+,,-)- 
M+m-2 Mtm--l 
Rw = - v C vhj- - 1 v$-, 
i=M+l j=O 
s == l,..., m - 1, 
in LY2+, 
in am, (20) 
asRM M+m--2 
--G-=-” 
c vj-++, s = 0, l,..., m - 1, in a!-. 
j=O 
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The equations for et,+, vj- are ordinary differential equations and the boundary 
conditions are initial conditions. 
We consider MO6 = 0. We substitute fi = exp(ht). This gives as charac- 
teristic equation, 
According to (11) 
but, 
a,(O, ql) A2m + cos(p, x1) h = 0. 
(- 1)” a,(O, ‘p) > 0, in X?; 
cos(p, x1) > 0, in af2-, 
cos(p, xl) < 0, in ai2+. 
So it is sufficient to consider 
X2” - (- 1)” h = 0, 






h = 0, A, = cos “2’7 + i sin ‘ii”p, 
k = l,..., 2m - 1, in 352+, 
h=O, k h = cos (2k + l) T + =m + i sin C”; + ‘1 7T + m 
2m - 1 2m-1 ’ 
k = I,..., 2m - 1, in XF. 
We are only interested in functions vj+, vi- of boundary layer type. This 
means that vj+, zlj- together with any of its derivatives goes to zero as t + co. 
Therefore, we are only interested in roots with a negative real part. It is 
easy to see that there are m - 1 (m) roots in aQ+ (LX-). So the general solution 
z, of boundary layer type contains m - 1 (m) unknown constants. And there 
are exactly m - 1 (m) initial conditions. It is easy to prove that wj , vi+, erj- 
are defined uniquely, provided vj+, vj- are of boundary layer type. But, w,, 
is not differentiable at points at which lines xi = C, , i = 2,..., tl are tangent 
to asZ and so are wj , vi+, vj-. 
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6. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER APPROXIMATION 
Formula (12) is not defined outside the strip 0 < p < p,, , for the boundary 
layer functions ni+, vi- are only defined within the strip. Therefore, we 
consider 
U(X, V) = 2 d&) + Y(X) y 5 dvi+ + Y(X) 5 A- + RM , (Q*) 
j=O j=O i=O 
(A’+, N- are defined by (19)). Y( .x is a function of class C=(Q) such that ) 
O<Y<l, 
Y= 1, for 0 < p < $po , 
Y E 0, for So < P G p. , 
Y = 0, elsewhere in Q. 
(21) 
(Yv’+, Yvj- has to be understood as zero outside the strip.) Substitution in 
(I*) gives 
I+‘~‘-~L~R~ + L&, = F, , in sz. 
a”Ru G -= 
an8 s.M s = o,..., 112 - 1, in al2. 
Now look at (14) and (20), the definition of Y and the boundary layer character 
of v,+, v,-; then it will be clear that 
[Go,&’ < C++l, in al?+ n asz, 
G s,M - 0, s = l,..., m - 1, in a;?*n ac2. 
We intend to investigate R, . We restrict ourselves to m > 1. The case 
m = 1 can be treated the same way. In order to estimate R, (by means of 
Theorem 7) we have to reduce the problem to a problem with homogeneous 
boundary conditions. We consider, 
where Y is given by (21). Now 
-= s.M * s = O,..., m - 1, in 
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and &,, together with any of its derivatives remains of order v”+l in O*. We 
use Theorem 7 in order to estimate R, - a,. We take 1, M fixed and K 
arbitrary. Then, according to Theorem 7, 
[RM+Jj”** < [&+Kl;** + [RW+K - &f+Kly* 
< CVM+K+l + Cv((Z-j-Zm+Z)/(2m-2))(2m-1) (vM+K+l-wm+l)+ #+K+l} 
+ Cv((Z-j)/(2m-2))(2m-l)~[R~+K _ RM+K]f 
+ ~{,~~z-~~/~2m--2~~~2n~-l )p-(Z-l+a)/(l-d + V-(j/(2m-2))(2m-1)) 
x +J 
--n/2vM+K+1} 
+ ~{,~~2-i~/~%m-2~~~2m-1~ p-(C-l+a)/(l--o)) + v-(j/(2m-2))(2m-1)} 
x WV&+, - %++KlfT O<j<l, 1>2m. 
We take 1 = M + 2m and j = O,..., M (instead of j < 1). We simplify the 
right-hand side; we take w(v), p(v) such that W(V) - 0, p(v) -+ 0 for v J 0. 
Then, 
[R,,]y** d Cv”+“+l + C+ + CAR,,, - 4,+Kl:+2m 
+ qp-(M+znl)/(l-o) + v-2M}W-n/2~ 
+ C{p-(M+2m)/(l-d + +‘M} w[R 
M+K - %+K]~' 
j = 0, I,..., M. 
It is still possible to simplify this inequality 
[RM+Jy* < CvK + C/.L[R~+&+~~ + C{p--(“+*m)l(l--a) + VT”“} w-“12vK 
+ C(p-(M+2nz)/(1-a) + y-2M}WVM+K+l 
+ C{p-U4+2m)/k) + v-2M}W[RM+K]f* 
< CvK + Cp[R,K]~+2nL + C{p-(“+2’n)/(1-a) + vrzM} w+hK 
+ qp-wf+z~m)/(l-o) + v- ““I w[RM+Kl:*, j = 0, I,..., M. 
We need some information about the behavior of [R,+,+K]f*. We use (12*) and 
Theorem 3, remark 
[RM+K]jR* = [' - zoK dwj + Yv E v'~.+ + !P 5 dvj- R* j=. J 3 
j=O 1 i 
< Cv-((j+tn)/(2m-2))(2nl-l) + C + Cv-j+l + Cv-j < C,-2(i++n). 
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Hence, 
[R,+,]F < G-2(1++), 
Substitution gives 
[R&y* < C”K + Cpy-*wf+2~~+w 
+ C{p-(M+2m)/(l-a) f y-2M> 
IW 
-n~%"(K-2ni+l).'(2nl-l) 
+ C{p-wf+2m)/q-a) f vp2"> WV-?(lt$r') ) j = 0, I,...) 31. 
We take P(V) such that, 
p"-2wf+2nl+ftr) = "Mfl, 
and then W(V) such that, 
{p-w4+2m)/(l-a) + "-"M} WV-211++n) = "M+l. 
This gives 
[R&y* < C’K + &M+l + C{p-W4+2s~)/(l--l) + ,,-2"} w-n~2V(K-2n'+l)~(2~~-l), 
0 < j < Al. 
We take K so large that 
[RM+K]jR** < C”M+l, ; = 0, I,..., M. 
We try to estimate [&]P**: 
[R&=* < [RM - RM+K]~** f  [RM+Kl,R*= 
:< [R, - RM+K]F** -c c@‘+’ 
:< CVM+l-j + CVM+l. 
(R,, - RM+K is known explicitly, see (12)). 
This proves the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8. 
[R,]:** < GW--/, 0 <; :g dl, 
in any domain f2** (provided v  sz@cient& small). 
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Remark. 
(1) We have to take K sufficiently large in order to prove Theorem 8. 
So the approximation procedure must be possible for this K. This reflects 
itself in differentiability properties of the coefficients of (1 *) and the smooth- 
ness properties of LXX 
(2) Theorem 8 also holds for m = 1, that is why we drop the condition 
m > 1. Theorem 9 follows from Theorem 8, just as Theorem 13.1 follows 
from Theorem 12.1. 
THEOREM 9. 
[ 
M-i M-1 h4 u - 1 ViWi - Yv cv%Q+ - Y 1 Ai- 
i=O i=O i=O 1 
S2** 
< C#+l-j, j = 0, l,..., M, 
j 
v suficiently small, in any domain Q**. 
The following corollary is important. 
COROLLARY 1. 
[u - w. - ?&I,-1;” < cv, 
in any domain Q * *, provided v is suficiently small. 
Theorem 9 simplifies if we restrict ourselves to subdomains J2* C 52 
(this means Qs u X& C 52), because of the boundary layer character of vi+, 
vi-, 
We replace M by M + j, 
We replace M by M + j and drop terms of order v”+l, 
This proves the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 10. 
in any domain 52, C 52. 
We take QS fixed and M = 0. Then, 
Now w,, is independent of Y. Hence lim,,, ZJ exists and equals w,, . But wa 
is a solution of the limit equation. Any point in Sz lies within a certain domain 
52,) provided any line xi = Ci , i = 2,..., n, in .Q has two points in common 
with 3-Q. This proves the second corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. 
exists in Q, 
and J&w, = f. 
Remark. If  we drop the assumption “any line xi = Ci , i = 2,..., n in 52 
has two points in common with ZY the results of V need some modification. 
Take for example in Es a domain as sketched in Fig. 2. 
FIGURE 2 
Then everything remains true if we take instead of Sz, QI , Q, or Q, . This 
implies that Corollary 2 gives no information about lim,,, U(X, V) in the 
line 1. We have to replace Q by 5211 in Corollary 2. The same modifications 
have to be made for general domains Q in E,, . 
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